TDS: Brill&More Solvent Based

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

BRILL&MORE
Solvent Based

CRYSTALLIZER SILICONE WAX FOR MARBLE AND GRANITE
BRILL&MORE gives an excellent polish along with a good water
and oil repellent, it can be used on any natural stones and all
marbles.
features
BRILL&MORE it’s a polydimethylsiloxane with a linear chain
modified with fluorurate groups, it works as a waterepellent
penetrating through the micropores up to 4 mm deep into the
material and gives a polishing action thanks to the silicone.
BRILLUX it is also vapour permeable, the transpirability of the
treated surfaces actually does not change.
Proprieties
Aspect: liquid clear
Odour: similar to chloroform
Boiling point: 87° C ca.
Flash point: 12° C
Specific weight: 1,2 g/l

How to use
BRILL&MORE ready to use as supplied. The product must be
applied on dry surfaces, airless low pressure spray guns, brushes
or paint rollers can be used: in any case make sure about a uniform
application. The right quantity should be estimated after some
preliminary tests being the same affected from the different
absorption of the materials. Once the product has been applied,
wait for some minutes and then wipe with a dry clean cloth for the
final polishing.
Precautions
Store the product at average temperatures (avoid high
temperatures) and in a ventilated spot. Do not expose to heat
sources, while application avoid exposure to free flames because of
the flammable solvents used in this product. Protect all treated
surfaces with plastic covers.
BRILL&MORE is guaranteed for 12 months (provided that the
product has been stored in the original package and in a cool and
ventilated room)

This information corresponds to our actual knowledge.
Nevertheless, as product use conditions are out of our control, we
can’t take responsibilities of incorrect use consequences. We
recommend doing a previous test with the product, where it wants
to be applied, to evaluate the results.
Klindex S.R.L. reserves the right to modify, without notice,
characteristics, models and prices.
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